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APPLICATION OF THE HYDRAULIC ANALOGY TO STUDY TEE PERFORMANCE
OF TWO AIRFOILS IN COMPRESSIBLE FLOW.
SUMMARY
Two airfoil profiles were tested in the Georgia Institute of
Technology water channel at two speeds and a range of angles of attack.
By two different techniques, photographs were taken of the flow about
the models and from these the water depth distribution along the airfoil profile was obtained. By application of the hydraulic analogy,
the pressure distributions on the airfoils in two-dimensional supersonic gas flow were determined.

These distributions, or_d the values

of lift, drag and moment coefficients obtained from them by integration, were compared with theoretical and wind tunnel results for the
same profiles in air.
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INTRODUCTION
The mathematical "basis for the analogy "between flow of water
with a free surface and two dimensional compressible gas flew was first
presented by Rlabouchinsky , and the problem has since been further
investigated both fundamentally and in application.
Ernst Preisverk

o

gave a conclusive proof that the methods of

gas dynamics can be applied to water flow with a free surface, and the

3

work of Binnie and Hooker in England , and cf investigators with the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

and North American Aviation

Incorporated-^ extended and applied the theory.
Work with the analogy at the Daniel Guggenheim School of Aeronautics of the Georgia Institute of Technology was commenced by John

1
D. Riabouchinsky, Mecanique des fluides. Comptes Rendus,
t. 195, 1932, pp. 993-999
2
Ernst Preiswerk, "Application of the Methods of Gas Dynamics
to Water Flows with Free Surface".
Part 1. "Flows with JTo Energy Dissipation". NACA TM No. 93^, 19^0
Part 2. "Flows with Momentum Discontinuities." NACA TM, No. 9E5, 19*1-0

3
A . M . Binnie, and S. J. Hooker, "The Flow Under Gravity of an
Incompressible and Invi3cid Floid Through a Constriction in a Horizontal
Channel", Proceedings of the Royal Society. Vol. 1^9 (London, England)
1937. PP- 592-608
1*
James Orlin, Norman J. Linder, and Jack G. Bitterly, "Application
of tho Analogy Between Water Flow with a Free Surface and Two-Dimensional
Compressible Gas Flow". NACA TM, No. Il8r>, 19^7.
r-

J . R. Bruman, " A p p l i c a t i o n of tho Water Channel-Compressible
Gas Analogy". North American A v i a t i o n I n c o r p o r a t e d , E n g i n e e r i n g Report

NA-Vf-87, 19^7.

3

Hatch in 1 9 ^ .

He constructed a water channel for the purpose of making

investigations relative to high speed aerodynamics, and carried cut
some prsliminary teste with the equipment which again shewed the considerable possibilities pointed out in the previous work.
Here are come of these possibilities
(1) Visual observation may be made of flow patterns at subsonic and supersonic speeds, for the purposes of research or instruction.
Features cf the flow such as shock wave formation, vortices and turbulence may be observed and photographed.
(2)

High supersonic Mach numbers may be obtained with model

speeds of only a few feet per second.
(3) Any given Mach number may bo achieved by a simple speed
setting, whereas in a high speed wind tunnel it is generally necessary
to change the nozzle foi

each Mach number. Thus with the water channel

accelerated air flows may be easily simulated.
(k) Observations in the transonic region (i.e. at Mach Numbers
close to unity) are possible since choking is apparently not a problem.
The present investigation is most directly concerned with the last of
these fields. In order that transonic observations in the water channel
may be of use, it is first necessary to establish the reliability of the
results in the supersonic and subsonic ranges, particular attention

1
John E. Hatch, "The Application of the Hydraulic Analogies to
Froblems of Two-Dimensional Compressible Gas Flow". Unpublished Masterrs
thesis, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, 19^9 •

4
"being paid to methods of measurement, accuracy of results, and application to air flow. In partial fulfillment of these requirements, two
airfoils were tested in the Georgia Tech channel at two supersonic
Mach numbers over a range of angles of attack, and comparisons made
with experimental and theoretical results.
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LIST OF SYHBCLS
O

- Speed of sound in gas

(2

- Section drag coefficient
D

C L - Section lift coefficient
C

m

- Section moment coefficient, referred to leading edge

Cp - Local presslire coefficient
Cp - Specific heat of gas at constant pressure
C v - Specific heat of gas at constant volume
y - Adiabatic gas constant, ratio of Cp, to CY
d

- Water depth

a

- Acceleration due to gravity

h

- Enthalpy

M

- Mach number

jp - Pressure of gas
/7) - Density of gas

T

- Absolute temperature of gas

V

- Velocity of flow

(p - "Velocity potential in two-dimensional flow
oC - Angle of attack
x,y- Eectangular coordinates in the flow plane
u,v

Components of flow velocity in x and y directions, respectively

Subscript:
Wo.Subscript

—

An;y value of variable

I

—

Local value of variable

O

—

Value at stagnation

5

—

Value in undisturbed streani

max

-

Maximum value of variable

x

—

Partial derivative with respect to x

e.g.

* „ S• U

,

*M

S

Partial derivative with respect to y
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THEORY
The theory of the analogy between water flow with a free suro
face and two-dimensional compressible gas flow is given by Prelswerk .
A condensaticn of it ia given below.
The following assumptions are made:
(1) That the flow of the water is frictionleS3, so that conversion of energy into heat or internal energy is excluded.
(2) That the vertical acceleration of the water is negligible compared with the acceleration due to gravity.
(3) That the flow is irrotational.
The energy equations for water and for air are first considered,
For water this equation gives
L

= 2,(d,-<0

v - = ^3
r

ft*x.

v^jao

^ f

V^J«

V2=

^c/T.-T)

and for gas

Hence ^L for water becomes equal to ^ for air if

V

V

that i s ,

. .

if

do

X-T
T0

d

T

do

T.

n
Preiswerk. on. cit,

0)
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Thus if velocity is considered, there is an analogy between
the two flows if the water depth ratio «. I s compared with the gas

d

r

°

temperature ratio J- . The equations of continuity are now compared.
'o
For water this equation Is

»(ua)

+

*(y<0 a o

and for two-dimensional gas flow

Clearly the water depth cj may be considered for these equations
to be analagous to the gas density /&

, and hence a further condi-

tion for the analogy is

i •%

«

Comparing equations (1) and (2), it is seen that the analogy can only
strictly hold if the gas is of such a nature that

X a A
T.

(3)

/».

Now the temperature and pressure of the gas must also obey the adiabatic
relation

$ r - % *>

Equations (3) and (V) can only be simultaneously satisfied if

-L. _ ,
y-i

that is, if

Y

= 2.

Thas the flow of water ia comparable with the flow of a gas
having ^ = 2 . For air 4—f*4« , but there are many quantities
which do not depend strongly en the value of o
alogy has significance even for this.

, so that the an-

In particular, the super-

sonic pressure coefficient will be shown later in this thesi3 to be
little affected by the value of d

if the flow deflection angle is

small.
From the adiabatic relation,

'A
and therefore

t • as

0

The velocity potential for water is given by the equation:

j * ^ ; ^

"ens oovrespeneung e ^ T . i o n JCOI* •: gas i&

*.,('- £) + ^ ( ' - ^ - ^ y ^ - O W
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The two equations (6) and (7) become identical ifi

Zih

3

*T
Thus JcTi

, which ia the basic wave velocity in shallow

water, corresponds to the velocity of sound <3 in the gas flow.
In water flowing at speeds ahove

/<j d

, the velocity of

the flow may strongly decrease for short distances and the depth
may increase. An unsteady motion of this type is called a hydraulic
jump, and corresponds to a shock wave in a gat,.
The analogy is summarized in the following table of corresponding quantities and characteristics.

imemsional i

sible
Analagous Liquid Flow.

Gas Flow. Y = 2Temperature ratio,

T

r0

Density ratio,

£-

Prassure ratio,

Water - depth ratio,

d

Water-

d

depth ratio,

Square of water-depth ratio, /d\ x

fc>

Velocity of sound,

d =
Mach number,
Shock wave

Wave velocity,

75
V

Mach number,
Hydraulic jump

UJ

J?
V
/P
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In the present investigation, the analogy is applied aa follows
The Mach number of the free stream may he calculated aa
M

s * P=

(8)

/p;

The pressure coefficient at any point on an airfoil is defined as

G

p

hS

.
X-

v*-

New

- X
b Msz
2. r*
Therefore

C

P

Now ue ing equal

^

P.

A- L I ~ 'i
J

^

ft

#._&«.»>

ps

U J v*$
U
- AM1
O'

Id,/
Therefore, with

Q ~ 2-

the analogy gives the pressure

coefficient as

*- * & M

(

^
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EQUIPMENT

Two types of water channel are suitable for application of the
hydraulic analogy, viz:
(1) One in which the model is stationary while water flows
past it.
(2) One in which the model moves through static water.
The Georgia T ech channel is of type (2). It has the advantages over type (1) of "being simpler and therefore less expensive,
of enabling easy acceleration of the flow, and of having no error
due to boundary effect on the bottom and sides of the channel. However, the motion of the model makes it more difficult to measure
the water depth about the model, a very important factor in the
quantitative U3e of the analogy.
A general view of the channel is 3hown in Figure 1. The frame
work is of structural steel bolted together, and supports a channel
four feet wide and twenty feet long. The bottom of the channel is
of quarter-inch plate glass in two five foot sections and one ten
foot section, this last being located at the "test" end of the channel.
The glass is supported by transverse steel members at thirty inch
intervals, and a 3crew jack is fitted to the foot of each support
leg.

In this manner the model is enabled to slide over a smooth

transparent surface leveled to within .01 inch throughout its length.
Leveling was carried cut by measuring the depth at various points
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with the aid of a large spherometor; this instrument also enabled
the water depth in the test section to he measured "before each test
to within .001 inch.
A drain is provided at one end of the channel.
The model carriage is of welded steel tubing, and has eight
rubber wheels; four with horizontal axes which transfer the weight
cf the carriage to the channel rails and four with vertical axes
which prevent sidewise movement of the carriage relative to the rails.
Safety stops are provided at each end of the carriage track to prevent the carriage and model from ever-running. The model is supported
ahead of the carriage frame, and most of its weight is carried by
the channel bottom.
The carriage is driven by a one-quarter horse-power, single
phase, alternating current electric motor, through a continuous
steel cable, A reversing mechanism and a "Speed-Banger" device
are installed. This ays,tern is most convenient for steady low speeds.
For high speed :*uns, and for accelerating runs, an alternate power
unit is found more suitable. This consists of a 19.5 amp, 2k volt
direct current series wound motcr, which drives the cable through
a set of reduction gears.
In this way steady speeds of from 0.5 to 5*5 feet per second
may easily be achieved. A photograph of the drive mechanisms ia
shown in Figure 2.
The carriage also carries a steel cam on one side which trips
a microswitch on the track, thus automatically operating an electric
timer for determination of the model speed.
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An observation platform, located at the channel test section,
supports a control panel for the timer and all necessary switches.
The platform also carries mounts for the cameras U3ed to photograph
the flow about the models.
Two types of photographs are of Importance in the analogy:
(ij Those from vertically above the model, showing wave
patterns about the model.
(2) Those from a side position, showing the water line on
the model, and thus giving the water depth distribution about the model.
The lighting and camera arrangements for type (l) has been
described by Hatch10; these photographs were not taken in the present work. Photographs of type (2) were taken with a "Speed Graphic"
camera mounted on the observation platform approximately 15 inches
above the water line and 26 inches fro^i the model test position.
This placing gave an uninterrupted view of the water line on the model,
unaffected by surrounding waves. The shutter was tripped by a solenoid
operated through a microswitch in a similar manner to the timer.
Two lighting arrangements were tested for these pictures:
(1) A "Microflash" gas discharge lamp, giving a brilliant flash
with a duration of two microseconds.

This lamp was mounted about

20 inches vertically above the camera, and was also tripped by a microIT
Hatch, ££. cit., pp 15-l6

15
switch, operating a fraction of a second after the camera shutter
was opened. An aperture of f 5.6 was fcund necessary.
(2) Two photoflood lamps, one mounted above and ahead of the
test position of the model, and the other to the side of this
position, so as to avoid direct reflections from the model. An
aperture of fS at one four-hundredth of a second was used with this
arrangement.
Tho airfoil sections tested were chosen "because of th«=» availability of supersonic wind tunnel test results " for them. They
were:
(1) G-uidonia G-.U.3 airfoil section, which is plane on one side
and circular on the other, and is 8.8$ thick.
(2) Guidonia G-.U.U airfoil section, which Is triangular, and
is 6.1$ thick.
The models are shown in Figures 3 and k.

They were of machined.

hard brass with a lacquered surface, and each had a 12 inch chord.
A horizontal reference line was scribed on each model from leading
edge to trailing edge, 0.75 Inches above the channel bottom, and
vertical reference lines were scribed at one-tenth intervals of the
chord. These scribed lines were used in reading the water depth
about the models from the photographs.
The angle of attack of the model was determined by positioning
the leading and trailing edges in relation to the channel sides

n
Antonio Ferri, "Experimental Results with Airfoils Tested in
the High-Speed Tunnel at Guidonia". NACA TM Wo. 9^6, 19^0

"by means of a s t e e l r u l e .
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PROCEDURE:
Before each test run, the static water depth at the channel test section was measured and the timer reading required to
obtain the desired Mach number was then calculated. With the
model in place, the carriage speed vas adjusted to give each desired timer reading, and a photograph vas taken from the aide position. The equipment used for the tests is described in the previous section.

TESTS CONDUCTED:
A static vater depth of 0.22 to 0.2*1- inches was used. The
airfoils were tested under the following conditions:
G.U.3- Airfoil.
M « 1.85,

U. = -2,0,

2,

6,

16 degrees

M * 2.13

U * -2,0,

2,

6,

16 degrees

G.U.IK

Airfoil,

M = 1.85

oC« 0,

2,

10 degrees.

M * 2.13 •

©* - 0,

2,

10 degrees.

Each of the above test conditions vas used twice to enable
photographs of the upper and lower surfaces to be taken.

la

COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION
Since the date for the two airfoils were taken by different
photographic methods, these will he discussed separately:

G.U.3- Airfoil
The G.U.3. Airfoil was photographed with the "Microflash"
arrangement described in the section on equipment, and typical photographs of the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil are shown in
Figures 5(a) and 5 fa) respectively. Allowance was made for the
meniscus by measuring on the photograph to the bottom of the bright
water line band and talcing this as the true water level. A sample
calculation for the pressure coefficient appears in Table I of Appendix I, and a plot of pressure coefficient against station along the
chord is shown in Figure 7> with comparison curves fronFerri's
wind tunnel tests at Guidonia^- and from calculations using Busemann's
parabolic formula ^ with

"tf» l.k

and

Y » 2.

Values of lift, drag and moment coefficients determined from
the pressure measurements are shown in Table II, and these are plotted
in Figures 9, 10, 11, and 12. The plots also show comparison curves
fromFerri's wind tunnel balance tests and from his calculations
based on the "exact" theory.
_.

F e r r i , op_. c i t .
13
E. Arthur Bonney. "Aerodynamic Characteristics of Rectangular
Wings a t Supersonic Speeds". Journal of the \eronaaticaI Sciences.
Vol. 1*FT-19V7 pp. 110-116.
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The plot of Figure 7 will he discussed as being typical of
the pressure coefficient curves obtained for this airfoil. It is
seen from this figure that the pressure coefficient obtained by application of the analogy follows the same general trend over the airfoil surface as that indicated by supersonic theory and by wind tunnel
testsj and also is of the aame order of magnitude. There are some
marked differences, however:
(1) The upper surface coefficient shows a sharp rise from
a small positive value at the leading edge to a sharp peak of high
positive value (as compared to the theoretical or wind tunnel curve)
and thence at about 0.25 chord diminishes to a value close to that of
the comparison curves. This peak corresponds to the hydraulic Jump
in water, and its width and height is mainly attributable to the lack
of validity of assumption (2) of the theory; that is, for this condition the vertical acceleration of the water is not small compared to
that due to gravity.
(2) Th-3 upper surface coefficient has also a considerably
more positive value close to the trailing edge than does the theoretical coefficient. This corresponds more closely to the wind
tunnel result, and is mainly attributable to a separation of the flow
in this neighborhood.
(3) The lower surface coefficients indicate that the meniscus allowance may, if incorrect, move the whole curve by a noticeable amount.
The other contributory factor to effects (1) and (2) is the
change in the pressure coefficient caused by Lhe difference between

20

tf=1.4 for air and Y= 2 for the hydraulic analogy, though this is shown by
the theoretical curves to be of fairly small magnitude for most of the chord.
The plots of lift, drag, and moment coefficients in Figures 9, 10,
11, and 12 also show the correct trends and fair quantitative agreement
with the wind tunnel and theoretical results.
^t

Since the curve of Cuagainst

in Figure 10 shows consistently low values of C , while the curve of C t

against C in Figure 12 shows good agreement with the values used for comparison, a consistent error in angle of attack is suggested.
has shown that this error probably occurred.

Later work

The curves of Figure 9 show

fairly close agreement with the comparisons, but at small angles of attack,
as would probably be used in supersonic flight, the percentage error is
considerable, ktol

= + 2 , for example, the error inC t is ZQOfo if the wind

tunnel curve is taken as correct.
In all cases the lift and drag coefficients approach the wind tunnel
results more closely than they do the theoretical results. This arises
partly from the closer agreement of the pressure plots at the trailing edge,
but may also be partly coincidental, arising, for instance, from the magnitude of the leading edge pressure peakj both of these effects tend to
reduce the lift coefficients.
G.U.4 Airfoil
The G.U.4 Airfoil was photographed by using photoflood lighting,
as described in the equipment section, and typical photographs obtained
by this method are shown in Figure 6.

In this case, allowance was

made for the meniscus by measuring its height from a photograph of the
static model and subtracting this constant amount from the water
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depth readings. The calculation of the pressure coefficient was 1denticel to that for the G.U-3 airfoil. One plot of pressure coefficient against station along the chord is shown in Figure 3, and the
values of lift, drag and moment coefficients ohtained from the pressure plots are shown in Table III and in Figures 13, lh,

15, and l6.

Comparison curves appear on these figures as for the G.U.3 airfoil,
with the exception that a wind tunnel pressure plot is net availaole
for this airfoil.
Similar observations to those made on the G.U.3 airfoil, as
regards the leading edge pressure peak and the trend of the pressure
coefficient at the trailing edge, era applicable here. Due to the
smaller flow deflection angles, however, the leading edge pressure peak
Is less marked, and the effect of the

o change on O p

is smaller,

having a maximum value of only 6$. In addition, it is worthy of note
that the sudden expansion occurring in theory Is reproduced in the water
channel by a short but finite level drop as seen in the photograph
cf Figure 6(a) and reproduced in the pressure plot of Figure 8.
While the photographic method used for this airfoil allowed
a smaller camera aperture and hence greater dejth of foous ( important
at large angles of attack), the meniscus was not visible in these
photographs for more than a small part of the model chord, and the use
of the static meniscus height thus necessitated is rather unreliable.
The meniscus height is considerably affected by the water and model
surface conditions and by vertical motion of the water relative to
the model. This variation is shown up by the rear half of the pressure
plot of Figure 8 and by the inconsistencies of the force and moment

22

coefficients of Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16.

General Discussion.
The results obtained in the tests, while showing fair general
qualitative and quantitative agreement with the experimental and theoretical values used for comparison, show the desirability of improvement
in the measuring techniques.

The form of equation (9) of the theory

section,

»-*[fiM
itself is one which tends to give large percentage errors in
unless M< $ d\

C^

y and <\s are measured with considerable precision.

For example, if the representative case is taken for which
correct values are
of Gw is 0.75.

M

* 2.0, and Zl - 2.0, then the correct value

If, however, (as was possible with the methods of measure-

ment used in the present work) the measured values were M s = 2.04,
and ^l ==—- x 2.0 • 1.88, then the measured value of Cv would be 0*61,
<ts

I.0Z

'

r

representing a 19% error. Reduction of all component errors to 1%
would for this condition cause a maximum error in C* of 7.2^, which
would represent a far more useful accuracy.
In view of the precision of measurement required, further work
on the methods of measurement is desirable, particularly in the case
of the local depth•

One approach is to improve the photographic

techniques by illumination giving a clear view of the meniscus along
the length of the model. A second, and probably better, method is
to use probes to determine the water depth just outside the meniscus;
the improved results obtained by using this method are shown in Appendix II

23
Three further points are of note when quantitative agreement
is desired with wind tunnel and theoretical results for air:
(1) The leading odge preseurs peak appearing on the plots is
of considerable magnitude, hut is B&alier for smaller flow deflections.
Thus for the thin airfoils likely to he used in supersonic flight,
the peak would not he too marked. The widths of the peak and of the
expansion drop, since their absolute values are independent of model
size, could be reduced in relation to the chord by increasing the
chord, and such an increase is very desirable,
(2) The effect of the change of

Y

from l.k

to 2.0 is to give

considerable percentage errors in, for example, the lift coefficient,
at small angles of attack, even though the absolute error is net l£.rge.
In the particular case of the G.U> airfoil at M = 2.13 and

oL = 0°,

calculations from Busemann's formula give the error as about 30$.
At

o£ — 10 , however, the-error is reduced to 2$.
(3) The hydraulic analogy enables only normal pressure to be

considered in the determination of lift and drag coefficients, whereas
the wind tunnel d&ta for these coefficients is usually obtained with
a balance, and thus includes shear effects.

24

CONCLUSIONS
j3y application of the hydraulic analogy an investigation has
heen carried out on the performance of tvo airfoils at supersonic
speedsj and the results obtained have heen compared with theoretical
and wind tunnel results.
Good qualitative agreement with the values used for comparison
has heen found, except close to the airfoil leading edge or to any
sharp change of curvature; hut the accuracy of the experimental methods
U3ed gives only fair quantitative agreement. The values obtained
are of the righc, order, however.
Thus the water channel has 'been shown to be a useful piece
of equipment for two-dimensional supersonic flow investigations,
particularly in regard to the qualitative work. The effect of the
Y

change from that for air to that for the analogy causes difficulty

in quantitative agreement, particularly at small cngles of attack.
After further investigations at 3uh3onlc speeds and low supersonic speeds, the water channel should present a cheap and useful
means of investigating transonic phenomena, with qualitative agreement and fair quantitative accuracy as compared to the two-dimensional
air flow.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
(1) In view of the width of the bow and expansion waves, the
chord of the model should be increased so that a smaller proportion
of the pressure distribution is Invalidated by these waves. A chord
of at least 30 inches is recommended, though it ie possible that In
the transonic range a chord much greater than this would give trouble
with waves reflected back to the model from the walls of the present
channel.
(2) For rapid determination of the pressure distribution on
an E.lrfoll, where qualitative or rough quantitative results are desired,
or for observation of phenomena occurring at particular stations along
the airfoil, a photographic method, similar to one of those used,
would be suitable. For most such purposes the use of even floodlighting to illuminate the meniscus uniformly along its length, in
conjunction with a camera shutter speed of one four-hundredth of a
second, would give fair results. Sharper pictures could, however, be
ubtained by the U3e of two or more "Microflash" units (similar to that
employed in the present work), or some other flash lighting system
giving jufficlent light, over a period of one thousandth of a second
or less, to enable a camera aperture of at most f8 to be used.
(3) For more accurate quantitative data, a system of probes,
placed at regular intervals along the model chord, should be used.
Observations by this method are briefly described in Appendix II.
(k) Further tests at subsonic and low supersonic velocities
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ahould "be made "before reliance is placed on teste made in the transonic
region. For flows with detached shock, a method suggested by Ferri^
of evaluating the pressure drag from the shadow picture taken from a"bove the model might he used.

15
Antonio Ferri, "Method for evaluating from Shadow or Schlieren
Photographs the Pressure Drag in Two-dimensional or Axially Svmmetrical Flow Phenomena with Detached Shock" NACA TM No. 1808, 19^9

:
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TABLE I
SAMPLE CALCULATION OF PRESSURE CQ3FFICIENTE
FROM SrrERIMENTAL DATA
G.U.3 A i r f o i l , Upper s u r f a c e .

<* = -2°
d& * 0.23

Timer reading » 1.Q8 fees.
Timer oam length = 2.9^ ft.
2-9*
* . M =. 1 <*2 - 1.85
01m

k
<V*k•KJT-fl

St
(<f> chord)

(ins)

0

0.415

0.1

lzrd

m-i

c>

1.736

2.014

O.588

0.461

1.929

2.721

O.795

0.2

0.3^4

1.607

1.582

0.462

o.3

0.297

1.243

0.545

0.159

0.4

0.284

1.188

o.4n

0.120

0.5

0.261

1.092

0.1925

O.O56

0.6

0.261

1.092

0.1925

O.O56

0.7

0.252

1.054

0.1109

0.032

0.8

0.239

1.000

-0-

.Q-

0.9

0.231

0.967

-0.649

-0.019

1.0

0. 220

0.953

-0.0P.22

-0.024
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TABLE I I
EX?EEIME?roAL VALUES 01? L I F T , DRAG AND MOMENT
COEFFICIENTS FOR G . U . 3 AIRFOIL

M * I.85
ol
(Degrees)

Q

c0

-?

.162

C.Q54

0.019

0

-0.111

0.050

-0.009

2

0.042

0.035

-0.021

6

0.038

0.046

-0.084

10

0.252

0.072

-0.143

16

0.5^9

0.185

-0.297

(Degrees)

cL

Co

c*

= 2.13

c„

0
-£1

-0.153

0.050

. 018

0

-0.138

0.042

0.013

2

-0.074

0.033

-0.010

6

0.072

0.030

-0.064

10

0.253

O.065

-0.144

0.44o

0.147

-0.252

16

•

TABLE I I I
EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF LIFT, DRAG AND MOMENT
COEFFICIENTS FOR G.U> AIRFOIL
= 1.85
(Degrees)

^u

C*

Cm

0

-0.034

0.0167

-0.017

2

0.042

0.0205

-o.o4i

10

0.347

0.0735

-0.147

M » 213

e

ol
(Degrees)

r

r

^

*-»

^*

-0.04^-

0.0135

-0.010

2

O.067

0.0131

-0.045

10

O.278

0.0513

-0.120
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF FURTHER EXPERIMENTS
USING PROBES FOE DETERMINATION OF LOCAL WATER DEPTH
Objectiv
In view of the necessity for greater accuracy in measuring
the local depth about the model, and in particular for avoiding if
possible the effect of the meniscus, it was decided to use a different
method of measurement.

In addition, .gome stiffening of the model aupport

seemed desirable, to reduce angle of attack errors.

Equipment
Steel needle probes were attached to a brass plfte by means
of adjustable briss screws, and this plata was screwed to the top
of the modol. The probes were so placed as to be at 0.1 chord intervals, and 0.1 inch from the airfoil surface. The arrangement is
shown in Figure 17.
The model support was stiffened, and provision was made for
screw adjustment of the angle of attack. A board, enabling a prcns
position of the operator above the toet section, wa3 fixed to the
original observation platform, and the motor controls were moved so
as to be convenient for this position.
The remaining equipment was as previously described, except
that no photographic equipment was required.

Procedure
The model was set up and run as before, but several runs were

at each condition (i.e. of angle of attack and Mach number), and during
the runs the probe3 were adjusted so that, at the teat section, each
3f them was just touching the water, as shown by the small disturbance
it caused.

Discussion.
The pressure plots obtained by the probe method for the G.U.3
airfoil at M =2.13 and

JL - -2, 0, and +•

in Figures l8, 19, and 20 respectively, with comparison curves from
Ferri's wind tunnel results. The plots for the G.U.1^ airfoil at M » 1.8;
and •£

s

-2, 0 and 4- 6 degrees are presented in Figures 21, 22, Sad

23 } with comparison theoretical curves (no wind tunnel pressure plots
being available for this airfoil).
While some scatter of the point remains, it is seen that the
results obtained with this method agree considerably more closely
with the theoretical and wind tunnel results than do the results
from the photographic technique described in the main body of this
thesis. The meniscus connection having been avoided by the use of
probes, the scatter of the points is about the expected mean line,
except in regions of sharp flow turn.
Thus the lift, drag and moment coefficients must necessarily
agree more closely than previously with the theoretical or wind tunnel results and agreement with the laLter is more likely in view of
the closer agreement of the water channel and wind tunnel results
at the trailing edge.
The probe method thus represents a considerable improvement
upon the photographic method of local depth measurement, and its use
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APPENDIX III"
FIGURES
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FIGURE 1
GENERAL VIEW OF WATER CHANNEL
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(a) Upper Surface

(b) Lower S u r f a c e
FIGURE 5
FLOW ABOUT G.U.3 AIRFOIL AT U 1.85,
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(a) Upper S u r f a c e

(b) Lower S u r f a c e
• FIGURE 6
FLOW ABOUT G.XT.4 AIRFOIL AT M 2 . 1 3 ,
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